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About This Game

MULTIPLAYER PVP:

Up to 4 Players - Plunge into chaos with up to 4 players in various cooperative and versus modes.
Classic Co-Op- Plunge into chaos with 4 players in cooperative campaign mode. 2 players play as a team compete against the

other team, to see who can get the best score in 5 min, with infinite ammo and lives.
SOLO- 1V1 PVP mode. Each player choose one advanced weapon from three to compete against the other player, to see who

can get the best score in 5 min, with infinite ammo and lives.
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Title: Phantom Warfare
Developer:
VR Dreams Technology Co.,Ltd
Publisher:
VR Dreams Technology Co.,Ltd
Release Date: 27 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64位

Processor: i5-3350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 960

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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Enjoyed play this game. Recommended.
My rate for this game 8.7/10. It's great RPG game, ofc there isn't good picture like in new games, but it have nice gameplay and
it is very interesting to play, sometimes it looks like alternative version of old great game Diablo 2
9/10. Journey into the dangerous insides of a woman and be shot at by lasers as you try to become the first sperm to reach the
egg...or stomach. Entertaining soundtrack, a few minor bugs, buy the game when it's on sale and you won't be disappointed.
You'll also make a profit if you sell the trading cards. (Each of mine sold for .70+ at the time of this posting (8/25/15)).. Does
not run properly on high res screens https:\/\/ibb.co\/nnAq8e

Don't waste your time and money. The game started out to be fun, but as I have progressed the clumsy controls, dumb AI and
game crashes totally killed it for me. Uninstalled after about 3 hours of game time.

This being said, I would not recommend the game to anyone.. I just played the tutorial and I already like this game.

The artsyle and the climate is really cool.
Apart from that I love the music.
On the down side the controls are pretty weird, but maybe it'll be fixed.
I like the game anyway. Even in its early state
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Good quality bonus and goodies.. Brought back a lot of great memories from playing on the original box. Even without the
nostalgia for any new players this stands as a really fun and challenging platformer.. PLEASE MAKE MORE USA
SCEANERY LOVE AEROFLY BETTER THATN FSX. The game is fun, good and realistic.. The only thing i miss is that i
have a reset button right away.. or restart button.. i hope this game going be better. Indie Game of The Year 2016. Give me one
of them funky beats, boi.. 9/10 This game is really fun. kind of buggy though. you have to mess around with who is going to
invite who for multiplayer and it often crashes or glitches when starting up a game but once you get it it runs fine for the rest of
the time you play. other than that, fun strategy, cool graphics and art and a wonderful way to release pent up anger at life by
toppling towers and collapsing tunnels. Make sure you have some friends to play with the single player is kinda boring but
multiplayer is really fun.. enjoyed the idea understood the controls and actually liked the game... the pooor optimization and the
horrible camera kinda ruined it for me i requested a refund until i see improvement in its current state i cant reccommend it i
wish the dev could get some help fixing some of the issues because i woud love this game
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